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Research question: 
How does tail sizing effect the lateral stability and performance of an aircraft? 

Trim: Deflection of a control surface in order to maintain stability.
• Elevators control the pitch of an aircraft
• As the CG moves aft the less elevator deflection is needed to achieve trim
• As elevator area increases. the less elevator deflection is need. 
Design Problem that needs to be Considered:
• What CG position is needed to trim as a function of horizontal tail size

Short Period Frequency: Every aircraft has frequency at which it will oscillate at.
• Short Period frequencies are longitudinal (pitch) oscillations

• Too fast will have the airplane shake apart
• Too slow causes phase response lag between the aircraft and pilot; pilot 

induced oscillation
• Imaginary frequencies are divergent and represent an unstable aircraft

• Frequencies associated with tail sizing and CG position
• As the CG is moved aft, the frequency will become slower  less stable
• As tail is made larger, the frequency becomes faster more stable

Models Created in Vorlax:

Model #1 Top View Model #2 Top View

Elevator Deflected   30 degrees up 
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Model 1: Short Period Frequency

CG at 10  0° Deflection CG at 10  30° Deflection
CG at 12 0° Deflection CG at 12 30° Deflection
CG at 14 0° Deflection CG at 14 30° Deflection

Methods:
• Use VORLAX to estimate aerodynamic data based on aircraft geometry.
• Document Short-Period and Dutch-Roll frequency & elevator trim
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Design:
• The wingspan is 3ft wide
• Length is 2.75 ft long
• Model 2 has elevators that are 

twice as big 

• On the x-axis the positive side is nose up and negative side is nose down, 
which is a result of the elevators being deflected up (+) and down (-).

• When the elevators are not deflected, being right of the y-axis indicates 
that the airplane is longitudinal stable and as it moves left of the y–axis it 
indicates the aircraft is unstable.

• Using this trend is can be determined that both models are very stable.

• The alpha vs cm graph is also an indication of whether an aircraft has 
static longitudinal stability. When the slope of lines is negative it 
indicates that there is stability and when the slope is positive it is 
unstable.

Conclusion and Further Progress: Design problems have more than one 
answer. There are multiple solutions that provide acceptable frequencies with 
reasonable control surface deflections. The next step is to automate the design 
and analysis to find the configurations that best fit the requirements.


